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Á S TA FA N N E Y S I G U R Ð A R D Ó T T I R

Ásta Fanney Sigurðardóttir has been a leading voice in
the vanguard of Icelandic poetry for the past decade. In
2021 she was recognized internationally for her multidisciplinary poetry practice—which connects poetry with
music, performance, visual art and film—with a
nomination for the Centre Pompidou’s Bernard
Heidsieck Literary Prize. Ásta also fronts the electro-pop
trio aiYa and is founder of the experimental poetry
festival Suttungur. In 2017 she received the prestigious
Ljóðstafur Jóns úr Vör prize for a single poem, which she
reportedly wrote and submitted on the back of a receipt.
Praise for Ásta & Forevernoon

“one of Iceland’s most prolific artists” Line of Best Fit
“an ever-interesting artistic polymath” Reykjavík Grapevine
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Overview

In Forevernoon—a book of bright, bare language but epic
scope—Ásta addresses the vulnerability of the body in its
spiritual entanglement with the outside world. There is a
lightness and freedom in these poems whose lines leap
around the page in search of connections, reminding us of
things we’d forgotten to remember: that the mind is a net
in the ocean, that moonlight is milk for nightcats.

“In the deck of Icelandic poets, Ásta is the ace of spades—
straight out of the sleeve. The way she wields the
language, her control of it and this strange organic
connection she has to it is unlike anything else, completely
original. Eilífðarnón is an instant classic of the Icelandic
avant-garde.” Eiríkur Örn Norðdahl
“This book is a treasure map, perhaps even a recipe for
new books, new stories. Clear enough to come to life in
front of your eyes while also opaque enough to evoke
countless different stories in different people’s
minds.” Menningarsmygl
Extracts from the English translation published in

Two Lines Journal, Center for the Art of Translation
The Stinging Fly (forthcoming)

Icelanders have patronymic names and so are referred to by their first rather than last names.

